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Abstract: Targeted drug delivery using nano-sized carrier systems with targeting functions to
malignant and inflammatory tissue and tailored controlled drug release inside targeted tissues or
cells has been and is still intensively studied. A detailed understanding of the correlation between
the pharmacokinetic properties and structure of the nano-sized carrier is crucial for the successful
transition of targeted drug delivery nanomedicines into clinical practice. In preclinical research in
particular, fluorescence imaging has become one of the most commonly used powerful imaging tools.
Increasing numbers of suitable fluorescent dyes that are excitable in the visible to near-infrared (NIR)
wavelengths of the spectrum and the non-invasive nature of the method have significantly expanded
the applicability of fluorescence imaging. This chapter summarizes non-invasive fluorescence-based
imaging methods and discusses their potential advantages and limitations in the field of drug
delivery, especially in anticancer therapy. This chapter focuses on fluorescent imaging from the
cellular level up to the highly sophisticated three-dimensional imaging modality at a systemic level.
Moreover, we describe the possibility for simultaneous treatment and imaging using fluorescence
theranostics and the combination of different imaging techniques, e.g., fluorescence imaging with
computed tomography.
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1. Introduction

Hundreds of new drug delivery systems (DDS) have been described within the last decade [1]. To
determine the potential of these DDS, various in vitro and in vivo techniques have been applied and
studied in detail. Among other methods to evaluate the cytotoxicity, uptake, and binding efficacy to
selected cells or the in vivo therapeutic potential to target tissues and cells, visualization techniques
play a major and irreplaceable role in determining the therapeutic capacity of novel DDS. In general,
optical imaging (OI) is the most universal and commonly used visualization technique in basic research,
development, and preclinical studies [2]. In contrast to other imaging techniques, several advantages
of this technique are undisputable. In particular, OI greatly reduces “patient” exposure to damaging
radiation, i.e., in contrast to radio imaging. OI uses non-ionizing radiation, which is usually composed
of visible, ultraviolet, and infrared light-generated images via the excitation of electrons, in the absence
of the injury-associated ionizing radiation that is frequently used in other imaging techniques [3].
Thus, OI is an appropriate method for lengthy or repeated procedures over time to monitor disease or
treatment progression because it presents a low risk for patients and is typically faster in scanning of
the object. From the macroscopic imaging perspective, OI can serve as a powerful tool for research and
clinical practice, from high-throughput screening in biology and genetics to non-invasive imaging of
functional contrast agents in the desired, intact tissues [4].
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In contrast to other imaging methods, OI technologies are usually convenient in term of application,
e.g., are modular in design, are portable and compact, and should be arranged at the laboratory bench.
In biomedical research, OI can take advantage of a wide range of interactions between the light and
the tissue, as well as corresponding photo-physical and photo-chemical mechanisms and processes
at the molecular level (e.g., multiphoton absorption, second-harmonic generation, fluorescence, and
luminescence). Finally, OI technologies provide a highly multi-functional platform for biomedical
research that can be used from molecular to systemic levels and supply a crucial understanding of
several phenomena in medicine and research [5]. In cancer research in particular, OI is primarily used, in
addition to in vitro applications, for the localization of tumors and metastases, the monitoring of disease
progression or regression and the determination of the pharmacokinetics of newly developed DDS.

In the last several decades, nano-sized DDS have been studied intensively as suitable novel
nanomedicines for the treatment of various diseases, including neoplastic solid tumors and disseminated
hematological malignancies [6]. These nano-sized DDS are generally macromolecules, ranging from
1 to 100 nm in at least one dimension, which deliver the drug either attached or loaded into the carrier
structure. Moreover, they are tailored for targeted delivery and/or controlled release of the drug. The
nano-sized DDS significantly increase the solubility of drugs, reduce the systemic toxicity of the carried
drugs, prolong the circulation and accumulate in the target tissue, thereby highly favoring improved
drug pharmacokinetics [1]. The controlled drug release from DDS is achieved predominantly by
pairing the carrier system with a stimulus-activated release mechanism. Either an internal specific
stimulus, e.g., the pH gradient or hypoxia-driven reductive gradient between the blood and the tumor
environment, or external sources, e.g., applied hyperthermia, a magnetic field, and light, activate
release of the attached or loaded drug [7]. In general, the use of DDS enable more efficient delivery of
drugs to specific pathological sites, the target tissues, and release of the drug into the diseased cells or
in their direct surroundings, thus reaching and maintaining the sufficient concentration to eliminate all
diseased cells. To date, a large number of studies have been published demonstrating the advantages
of DDS over freely soluble drugs, at basic research, preclinical and clinical levels [1,8–10]. Upon
intravenous (i.v.) or intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration, the prolonged circulation times and increased
hydrodynamic diameter of nanomedicines lead to passive accumulation in solid tumors, metastasis or
at sites of inflammation via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, [11,12] a vascular
phenomenon that involves the extravasation and retention of macromolecules. The EPR effect is driven
by incorrect tumor blood vessels and impaired lymphatic drainage due to rapid unorganized solid
tumor and metastatic growth. Simultaneously, the nano-sized dimensions of the DDS prevent them
from accumulating in healthy organs and tissues, as observed for carrier systems with dimensions in
the upper-nano and micro ranges [13]. Finally, an increase in drug levels at target sites and reduction
of drug concentrations in potentially endangered healthy tissues support the use of nano-sized DDS
to achieve significant improvements in the balance between therapeutic efficacy and unwanted and
treatment-limiting side effects [14,15].

A detailed understanding of the above-mentioned DDS-mediated drug targeting systems is
highly relevant for the translation of novel DDS from basic research and preclinical development
into clinic applications [16]. Quantitative assessments of the biodistribution, target site localization,
and accumulation in healthy organs and tissues are key points and tasks in DDS development.
Determination of the pharmacokinetics of DDS can be conducted after i.v. administration either
invasively, i.e., by collecting blood, tumor or tissue samples, or non-invasively, i.e., by using various
imaging techniques. Several non-invasive imaging methods are commonly used for monitoring the
DDS biodistribution and target site accumulation, e.g., positron emission tomography (PET), single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and fluorescence
optical imaging (FI) [5,17–19]. Nevertheless, the use of radio-based imaging techniques, SPECT and
PET, generally enable visualization of the biodistribution for a few hours to a few days due to the short
half-life of the used tracers [20–22]. Conversely, FI is the most frequently used imaging modality for
the non-invasive long-term visualization of DDS in vivo. Based on the time and cost effectiveness
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and its capability for long-term, high-throughput and simple analyses, FI has become widely used in
recent years and is about to surpass nuclear medicine and MR-based imaging techniques in preclinical
development in the drug delivery field.

From the physical perspective, in vitro and in vivo FI are based on the illumination of a target tissue
or cells with an ultraviolet to infrared light source of a specific wavelength that excites the fluorophores
used in the experiment. The excitation light, photons, penetrate through a number of tissue layers
in vivo to the fluorophores and thus are partially reflected, scattered, and absorbed by various types of
molecules and tissue components [4]. The interaction of the photons with the fluorophores leads to
excitation of the fluorophores. The return to the basal energetic state is linked to photon emission at
specific wavelengths from the fluorophore. The majority of FI methods and systems currently applied
in basic research and preclinical development are based on a planar epi-illumination method known as
2D-fluorescence reflectance imaging (FRI) [23,24]. Briefly, general photographic techniques are used
in fluorescence mode to non-invasively capture surface and subsurface fluorescence activity from
cells, spheroids, and entire animals. The emitted light is collected on the same side that is exposed to
the light source with a highly sensitive charge-coupled device (CCD) chip camera using appropriate
filters. Due to the involvement of the easy epi-illumination method, FRI methods are simple from an
instrumental perspective, simple to operate and provide high-throughput data. Based on the described
advantages, they have gained wide popularity and have assisted in significant advancements in the
field of fluorescent molecular imaging [25–27]. Nevertheless, significant drawbacks of the FRI method
are related to basic limitations in depth resolution, i.e., the method is unable to resolve nonlinear
dependencies of the propagated signals detected from the surrounding tissue [28]. Although the
basic fluorescence intensity is linearly dependent on the fluorochrome concentration, it has a strong
nonlinear dependence on the optical properties of the tissue through which the light is passing, and
the tissue depth. Two similar tumors with identical fluorophore contents at two different tissue depths
will have significantly different fluorescence intensities in FRI. Similarly, two tumors at the same depth
with the same fluorochrome concentration, but different vasculatures, will report different intensities.
The more vascularized the tumor (i.e., higher hemoglobin concentrations) will yield a markedly lower
fluorescence intensity because of the increased photon absorption by the vascular compartment.

Although the quantification and following interpretation of the in vivo FRI results are non-trivial,
the advantages of FRI are beneficial when compared with those of other non-invasive imaging
techniques (e.g., radionuclide-based approaches or MRI). As described previously, the main advantages
of FRI lies in its relatively easy setup (e.g., no radioactive labels), potential for long-term observation
(up to several months), and simultaneous use of two or more fluorescent probes [29,30]. The utilization
of two different fluorescent dyes in combination with multispectral FRI can serve as a highly innovative
platform for the simultaneous visualization of polymeric carrier pharmacokinetics and model drug
release in solid tumors (see their chemical structures in Figure 1) [31,32]. It has been shown that the
simultaneous collection of information on the biodistribution for both the model drug and the polymer
drug carriers can be obtained by FRI (see Figure 5d in the whole body imaging section), not only in the
tumor tissue but also in the kidney during elimination of both the polymer carrier and model drug.
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Figure 1. Schematic structure of dual-labeled polymer carriers with Dyomics-782 bound via a non-
degradable hydrazide bond and Dyomics-676 bound via a pH-sensitive hydrazone bond—(A) linear 
N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA)-based polymer and (B) star HPMA-based polymer. 
Reprinted with permission from [31], Copyright [2012], American Chemical Society. 

Moreover, other in vivo factors have recently been investigated in tumor-bearing mice using 
dual fluorescently labeled polymer systems, i.e., mainly the impact of the structure of the 
biodegradable spacer on degradability in vivo, the release rates of a fluorescent model drug 
conjugated to N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA) copolymers with various pH-sensitive, 
reductively sensitive and enzymatically biodegradable spacers and the biodistribution of the model 
drug and polymer carrier itself. 

Nevertheless, the fluorescent probes and methods used for their application can greatly affect 
various processes, including the ligand specificity, intracellular targeting efficacy, concentration 
ranges for target detection, optimal resolution, and sensitivity. The increasing availability of 
fluorescent dyes [33-35], smart fluorophores [36,37], quantum dots [34,38], metallic nanoparticles[39], 
composite nanoshells [36], or fluorescent proteins [40-42] has facilitated the development and 
applicability of FI in recent years. From the polymer-based DDS point of view the best candidates are 
the fluorescent dyes, as they are small in size with respect to the polymer DDS systems. This means 
that they do not significantly affect the behavior of the DDS itself. Generally, the minimum possible 
amount of fluorophores is used for DDS labeling to fulfill the crucial condition defined above. 
Interestingly, some anticancer drugs are known to have fluorescent properties, e.g., doxorubicin and 
ellipticine, and can serve as extrinsic fluorescent dyes [43]. Thus, partially real-time drug distribution 
factors, such as localization, tumor accumulation can be directly studied using the drug combining 
the therapeutic and diagnostic functions. Unfortunately, the excitation and emission wavelengths of 
these fluorescent drugs limit their applicability in vivo, as the penetration of the light in range 450–
560 nm in tissues is highly limited to a few mm. Indeed, ex vivo OI could be performed by these 
fluorescent drugs more precisely [43]. 

Generally, the biological evaluation of DDS can be divided into three fields: (I) in vitro studies, 
(II) preclinical in vivo animal models, and (III) clinical trials in humans. The application of FI will be 
described in more detail for the first two fields. The text herein will focus on the utilization of FI for 
in vitro cell studies and in vivo pharmacokinetic studies of advanced DDS with treatment and 

Figure 1. Schematic structure of dual-labeled polymer carriers with Dyomics-782 bound via a
non-degradable hydrazide bond and Dyomics-676 bound via a pH-sensitive hydrazone bond—(A)
linear N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA)-based polymer and (B) star HPMA-based polymer.
Reprinted with permission from [31], Copyright [2012], American Chemical Society.

Moreover, other in vivo factors have recently been investigated in tumor-bearing mice using dual
fluorescently labeled polymer systems, i.e., mainly the impact of the structure of the biodegradable
spacer on degradability in vivo, the release rates of a fluorescent model drug conjugated to
N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA) copolymers with various pH-sensitive, reductively
sensitive and enzymatically biodegradable spacers and the biodistribution of the model drug and
polymer carrier itself.

Nevertheless, the fluorescent probes and methods used for their application can greatly affect
various processes, including the ligand specificity, intracellular targeting efficacy, concentration ranges
for target detection, optimal resolution, and sensitivity. The increasing availability of fluorescent
dyes [33–35], smart fluorophores [36,37], quantum dots [34,38], metallic nanoparticles [39], composite
nanoshells [36], or fluorescent proteins [40–42] has facilitated the development and applicability of FI
in recent years. From the polymer-based DDS point of view the best candidates are the fluorescent
dyes, as they are small in size with respect to the polymer DDS systems. This means that they do
not significantly affect the behavior of the DDS itself. Generally, the minimum possible amount of
fluorophores is used for DDS labeling to fulfill the crucial condition defined above. Interestingly, some
anticancer drugs are known to have fluorescent properties, e.g., doxorubicin and ellipticine, and can
serve as extrinsic fluorescent dyes [43]. Thus, partially real-time drug distribution factors, such as
localization, tumor accumulation can be directly studied using the drug combining the therapeutic
and diagnostic functions. Unfortunately, the excitation and emission wavelengths of these fluorescent
drugs limit their applicability in vivo, as the penetration of the light in range 450–560 nm in tissues is
highly limited to a few mm. Indeed, ex vivo OI could be performed by these fluorescent drugs more
precisely [43].

Generally, the biological evaluation of DDS can be divided into three fields: (I) in vitro studies,
(II) preclinical in vivo animal models, and (III) clinical trials in humans. The application of FI will
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be described in more detail for the first two fields. The text herein will focus on the utilization of FI
for in vitro cell studies and in vivo pharmacokinetic studies of advanced DDS with treatment and
diagnostic capabilities. Finally, future prospects for advanced FI techniques in DDS research will
be discussed.

2. Imaging at the Cellular Level

Optical imaging at the molecular level is a rapidly developing technology that allows non-invasive
monitoring of biological processes during physiological or pathological conditions at cellular and
subcellular level in cells and tissues. Fluorescence, together with bioluminescence, belongs to
the most important optical imaging modalities, representing methods for the simple and direct
observation of specific molecular targets or biological pathways. The current preclinical development
of these techniques is based on the increasing availability of fluorescent dyes, proteins, and probes in
combination with nanotechnology, within a highly evolving field of interdisciplinary research that
enables the fabrication of materials with nanoscale dimensions. Furthermore, the development of novel
multi-functional agents based on nanoparticles enables the conjugation of various biologically active
molecules, e.g., targeting moieties and therapeutic agents, with imaging probes. The combination of
multi-functional agents offers the noninvasive detection of various genes or proteins, protein–protein
interactions, and cellular processes that are closely related to pathogenesis, e.g., protease activity,
apoptosis, autophagy, or necrosis [38,39,44]. In vitro studies enable the unique opportunity to study in
detail the molecular processes of diseases and, likewise, the treatment efficacy. To design and finally
produce a viable diagnostic or/and therapeutic tool, the initial steps require the (a) identification of
specific markers to be targeted for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, together with biomarkers of the
normal and disease state of the tissue; (b) evaluation of the drug or diagnostic agent targeting /efficacy
of action at the cellular level; (c) pre-evaluation of the appropriate carriers of drugs or diagnostic agents,
which must also be evaluated for their in vivo delivery efficacy.

For the initial screening, a large number of immortalized cancer cell lines is available commercially
or within the scientific community and can be easily used by researchers. These cell lines serve as a
basic, but highly valuable, platform to investigate specific molecular features of cancer biology and to
explore the potential efficacy of DDS, the anticancer drugs themselves or diagnostic agents. Nowadays,
utilization of tumor spheres as in vitro tumor models offers unique possibility to evaluate the biological
behavior of various diagnostic and therapeutic agents. The tumor sphere models enable closer view of
agents’ penetration, intracellular localization, or toxicity than adhesive cell line models [45].

Within the FI experiment, one can utilize sophisticated fluorescent probes that are tailored as
targets for a specific receptor or enzyme. These probes are essentially fluorochromes that are bound
to a ligand that is specific for a certain target, such as a monoclonal antibody [46,47], antibody
fragment [48,49], peptide [50,51] or aptamer [52]. The probes can be permanently active or activatable
by changes in conformation or chemical structure. Activatable probes are usually designed as quenched
fluorochromes that are originally inactive fluorochromes and are activated during the experiment.
In general, the fluorochromes are either self-quenched, or quenched by a quencher that is positioned, for
example, via an enzyme-specific peptide sequence to a fluorochrome [53–55]. Thus, the fluorochrome
emits light upon excitation only after enzymatic cleavage or another activation procedure. Such probes
are known as beacons or smart probes. Many fluorochromes are applicable for in vitro studies because
in such analyses one can operate within broad spectrum of optical wavelengths.

In addition, the introduction of fluorescent proteins (FPs) by introducing the transgene into cells
is another option to efficiently study biological processes using FI. After expression, the FP serves as an
intrinsic fluorescent reporter probe [41,56]. Stably modified cells expressing FP under the control of
promotor represent a highly sophisticated tool for studying gene regulation. The fusion of FP-encoding
genes with genes of interest enables the possibility of localizing and quantifying specific proteins
in vitro and in vivo, especially in cancer research [42,57–59]. This approach has become a powerful
tool in preclinical research.
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In general, data from in vivo experiments afford the highest relevance for preclinical research and
further medical applications. Nevertheless, the in vitro evaluation of drug trafficking and accumulation
in intracellular targets (organelle or compartment) at adequate concentrations provides indisputable
preliminary information for the following therapeutic purposes. At the cellular level, the nano-device
size, shape, and charge, and even the flexibility [60–62] and morphology [63,64], determine the rate of
internalization, the intracellular localization, the anticancer drug release profile, and the degradation
of DDS. The efficacy of active targeting using monoclonal antibodies, their fragments, selected
oligopeptides or saccharides could be readily evaluated to confirm the primary concept and design of
targeted DDS [49,65,66]. Moreover, most DDS based on polymer carriers, micelles, nanoparticles, or
liposomes can be easily labeled by different fluorochromes; thus, various biological characteristics and
processes can be studied in detail by fluorescence microscopy [31,67,68].

FI using in vitro cell-based models, e.g., cell lines or spheroids, is a powerful tool for studying
the characteristics of novel DDS at the cellular level and for comparing their properties, e.g., uptake,
kinetics of cellular transport, efflux rates, and drug localization, with the parent free drug or other
types of DDS [69,70]. It is generally accepted that the parent free low-molecular-weight drugs are
internalized into cells by diffusion more rapidly than DDS, which must enter cells via the slower process
of fluid-phase endocytosis or after coupling to a specific receptor by receptor-mediated endocytosis.
In vitro, FI can recognize processes by which the proposed DDS enter the cells and the speed of the
processes. It also provides information concerning whether the drug or drug model can be released
within cells, where the release occurs and what is the rate of drug release, as well as how the drug is
re-distributed to the organelles [70–73]. Indeed, evaluations of anticancer drug effects at the cellular
level can be effectively combined with the determination of specific processes, e.g., cell-death pathways,
proteolytic processes, protein expression, and co-localizations with organelles and specific proteins [74].

In addition to the direct effects of the drug on cells, the fate of the drug carriers after active
drug release within the cell compartments can be determined by FI in vitro [70,75,76]. This process
can improve the future design of suitable DDS for highly effective delivery of diagnostic agents or
drugs within the target tissue. A few anticancer drugs are known to have fluorescent properties, e.g.,
doxorubicin (Dox) and ellipticine, and can serve as extrinsic fluorescent dyes. Thus, real-time drug
distribution factors, such as localization, accumulation, and time and dose-dependent cell death, can
be directly studied using the drug combining the therapeutic and diagnostic functions. Moreover,
the simultaneous observation of both the drug and DDS carrier can be achieved using two different
fluorescent dyes: a drug model dye or fluorescent drug (attached via biodegradable spacers) and a
polymer label (attached via non-degradable covalent bonds) [76]. Unfortunately, the fluorescent dyes
used for labeling the drug carriers can greatly affect the interaction of the DDS with cell membranes
or their uptake into cells. Commercially available fluorophores are usually highly charged or even
amphiphilic molecules, and thus their interaction with biological membranes and molecules can occur.
Similarly, the endocytic pathways of the studied DDS can be significantly varied and affected, thus
leading to misunderstandings and misleading data. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the same DDS
based on the HPMA copolymers labeled with four different fluorescent dyes: ATTO-647, Dyomix
630, Cyanine 5, or Cyanine 5.5 dye. In this case, the fluorescent signal was evaluated using the laser
scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) Olympus IX83 with FV10-ASW software (version 04.02.03.06).

The confocal microscopy images unequivocally revealed the dye structure-dependent
internalization in HeLa cells, which was highly elevated in the case of Cyanine 5.5 and Cyanine 5
dye labeling. Thus, the appropriate selection of fluorescent dye is a key point for in vitro preclinical
research. Moreover, the internalization process could also be influenced by the type of cancer cells, and
thus the use of more than one cell line is necessary. Due to the potential impact of the dye structure, the
biochemical changes (i.e., cell viability, apoptotic changes, and expression of specific proteins, among
others) caused by DDS should be evaluated using unlabeled DDS. In the case of fluorescently labeled
DDS, the use of appropriate controls, i.e., fluorescently labeled carriers without any drug, is optimal.
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Figure 2. Intracellular localization of pHPMA polymer conjugate labeled with Dyomix 630 (A), Cy5 (B),
ATTO647 (C), and Cyanine 5.5 (D). The HeLa cells were incubated for 24 h with the labeled polymers.
The amount of fluorescently labeled polymer conjugates added to the cell suspensions was normalized
to the dye content (1 µg/mL). The fluorescently labeled polymers (red color) were excited at 647 nm,
and the emitted light was detected using a 640–740 nm filter. Nuclei were visualized by labeling with
Hoechst 33342 dye excited at 405 nm, and emitted light was detected using a 425–500 nm filter, scale
bar 20 µm.

Laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) is a commonly used technique in preclinical research
to obtain high-resolution optical images at controllable depths. It is suitable for the in vitro study
of active targeting, internalization rates, intracellular distributions, and co-localization of drug and
DDS, among others. As an example, we present the LSCM evaluation of the polymer conjugate
intracellular accumulation, which was conducted in a study focusing on overcoming multi-drug
resistance (MDR) based on ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) transporters using amphiphilic diblock
polymer nanotherapeutics bearing Dox (attached by a biodegradable spacer to the polymer carrier)
in Dox-resistant human neuroblastoma cell lines overexpressing ABC transporters. In general, ABC
transporters are efflux pumps that actively pump out drugs or, more generally, xenobiotic compounds.
Their overexpression in MDR cells leads to insufficient, potentially sub-therapeutic intracellular
drug concentrations. Recently, micelle-forming diblock copolymers composed of poly(propylene
oxide) (PPO) block a potential MDR inhibitor linked to the hydrophilic HPMA copolymer block
(pHPMA) bearing Dox bound to a pH-sensitive hydrazone bond were evaluated using FI in vitro in
various MDR-cell lines and sensitive cell lines. Figure 3 shows the significantly different accumulation
of polymer carriers in cells, both resistant and sensitive neuroblastoma cell lines UPF-NB3, when
compared with the behavior of the control pHPMA polymer carrier incubated in the same cells. More
effective accumulation was probably caused by an interaction of the amphiphilic copolymer with cell
membranes, leading to enhanced cell internalization [77].

Quenching of fluorescent intensity can be used for observation of DDS behavior in cells. The rate
of enzymatic cleavage of spacer between drug and carrier [78,79] or multiblock polymer carriers [80]
can be determined using Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) in vitro. The loss of the FRET signal
indicates that the donor fluorophore is not close enough to the acceptor fluorophore, e.g., because of
the drug or dye release from the carrier [79]. Nevertheless, not all FRET pairs are suitable for in vivo
evaluation, only those which operate in the NIR part of the spectra [81].
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Hoechst 33342 (shown in blue). Reprinted with permission from [78], Copyright [2017], Elsevier. 
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Figure 3. Uptake of polymer conjugates labeled with the fluorescent dye Cyanine 5.5 (shown in red)
after incubation of the parental human neuroblastoma UPF-NB3 or resistant UPF-NB3-Dox cell line
for 4 h with fluorescently labeled polymer conjugates (micellar PPO-p(HPMA)-(Cy5.5)-Dox (upper
row) and linear pHPMA(Cy5.5)-Dox (bottom row)) at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. The nuclei are stained with
Hoechst 33342 (shown in blue). Reprinted with permission from [78], Copyright [2017], Elsevier.

Advanced FI methods, such as fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), can also be
applied at the cellular level. FLIM produces images based on the differences in the exponential decay
rate of the fluorescent sample. FLIM is based on changes to the fluorophore lifetime due to factors
in the local environment, e.g., pH. This method is highly valuable for the evaluation of drug release
profiles and localization and the trafficking of DDS in vitro. FLIM can also be used to simultaneously
study DDS trafficking and drug colocalization in specific organelles [82,83].

To sum up this section, the principles of FI in vitro evaluation of DDS at the cellular level were
outlined, and the importance of this technique for preclinical research in the field of anticancer drug
delivery was discussed. Studies of the intracellular fate of DDS in cancer cell lines of different origins
could eliminate non-efficient and non-suitable DDS before the initiation of more expensive and more
demanding in vivo evaluations.

3. In Vivo Imaging

In principle whole body FRI is from an instrumental and processing perspective similar to FI at
the cellular level. Nevertheless, the complexity of the living animal system introduces some limitations
but affords more relevant insight into the processes in the organism. In addition to adsorption and
scattering, autofluorescence (AF) is another important factor. The degree of absorption and AF depends
on the range of the excitation wavelength of the body compartments [84,85]. Namely, the absorption
of hemoglobin and myoglobin and the AF of collagen, elastin, and tryptophan, among others, prevent
reasonable and sensitive FRI in the ultraviolet to red spectral range (200 to 650 nm). In addition, skin
pigment melanin, fur, and the size of the laboratory animals are limiting factors. Therefore, the ideal
wavelength range comprises the NIR spectral region (650 to 900 nm) in which the tissue absorption and
AF are suppressed [84,85]. The choice of suitable laboratory animals for studies with human model
tumors is reduced to athymic nude mice due to their short lifetime, fast reproducibility, relatively
low cost of handling, housing, and breeding and the opportunity to use human xenografts. Athymic
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nude mice have no functional thymus and, therefore, no circulating T-cells. The resultant deficient
specific immune response prevents the rejection of transplanted human cells and tissues. However, the
main drawback of using small rodents as cancer models is their non-human metabolism. While their
metabolic principles are comparable to those of humans, the metabolic rate of small rodents is often
much higher [5].

The analysis of in vivo FRI data is critical because the quantification of fluorescence intensities
is difficult. To illustrate the issue, we will take a brief look at i.v. administration of the fluorescently
labeled HPMA-based copolymers. Figure 4 shows the typical results of a DDS pharmacokinetic study
performed in healthy, hairless SKH-1 mouse with a MaestroTM in-vivo fluorescence imaging system
(CRi, Inc.; now PerkinElmer, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Both tested polymer carriers were based on
synthetic water-soluble polymers and labeled with the NIR dye Dyomics DY-782. The pseudo-colored
images of mice are displayed at selected time point—6 h after administration. Regarding the influence of
the molecular weight, the larger star-like copolymer B showed a stronger fluorescence signal compared
with the seven-times smaller linear copolymer A. A significantly higher fluorescence intensity (yellow
color) of polymer A in kidneys indicated faster renal clearance compared with polymer B [31].
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of 1 mg linear HPMA (30 kDa, polymer A) or star-like HPMA (200 kDa, polymer B) in dorsal and
abdominal images. Arrows mark bladder (black) and kidneys (white). Reprinted with permission
from [31]. Copyright [2012] American Chemical Society.

The tumor accumulation of both polymers was then similarly tested in athymic nude mice bearing
two different human colorectal carcinoma xenografts (DLD-1 and HT-29). Since a passive tumor
accumulation was apparent using FRI (data not shown), subsequent ex vivo analyses of necropsied
organs/tumors provided information about the DDS biodistribution in the body (see Figure 5). It is
clearly visible that both polymers were accumulated within both tumors and kidneys, confirming the
enhanced tumor accumulation and elimination via renal filtration.
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Figure 5. Ex vivo fluorescence images of organs and tumors: 2D-fluorescence reflectance imaging
images of the model drug DY-676 (a) and HPMA copolymer (b) of mouse that was treated with star-like
HPMA copolymer (polymer B); distribution of the model drug in kidneys 24 h after intravenous
administration; left: placebo, middle: star-like HPMA, right: linear HPMA (c); pseudo-colored
fluorescence images of kidney slices 24 h after i.v. injection—model drug: blue, HPMA polymer: yellow
(d–f) (linear HPMA: d and e, star-like HPMA: f); Confocal microscopic images of the model drug
distribution in the kidney 24 h after i.v. injection of 1.5 mg linear HPMA (polymer A) (g). Reprinted
with permission from [31], Copyright [2012], American Chemical Society.

All the results shown above were based solely on a comparison of fluorescent intensities without
any relative or even absolute quantification. However, such information would be highly fundamental
for comparisons of different DDS with varying doses in different animals at various time points. In the
case of a relative quantification, data obtained from identical individuals and experimental settings are
compared at fixed time points. Thus, it is possible to compare the data points of one group with those of
the other (Figure 6). In detail, the relative total fluorescence intensities of whole mice over time revealed
differences between the elimination of polymers from the mouse body. The high-molecular-weight star
polymer B was detectable in the mouse for more than 10 weeks, which was significantly longer than the
linear polymer. Similarly, the fluorescence intensities for selected organs or tumors could be compared.
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Figure 6. Decrease in the overall fluorescence intensity of HPMA-based copolymers after i.v.
administration of 1 mg polymer into healthy SKH-1 mice (�—-linear copolymer with Mw = 30,000 g/mol;
�—-star copolymer with Mw = 200,000 g/mol). Reprinted with permission from [31]., Copyright [2012],
American Chemical Society. Recently, an effective relative method for the evaluation of tumor uptake
of DDS was published. The authors defined a tumor accumulation value (TAV) [31] based on the
calculation of unmixed grayscale images of the single spectral species based on the fluorescence
intensity (I) and fluorescent area. Here, signals from the tumor (Itumor) and the remaining
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healthy areas of the mice (Imouse − Itumor) were compared according the following equation: TAV =

(proportion of I)/(proportion of area) = [Itumor/(Imouse − Itumor)]/ [areatumor/(areamouse − areatumor)].
The advantage of the TAV method consists of the elimination of intensity fluctuations and differences
within different regions of the tumor. However, use of the TAV calculation in combination with NIR
fluorescent dye accumulation in tumors is even underestimated because NIR light is more commonly
scattered in the tissues than absorbed [4]. Thus, the more intensive Itumor is also scattered throughout
the whole mouse body, and thus the mouse body seems to be brighter than it really is. Therefore, a
higher DDS accumulation in solid tumor than calculated can be expected [31]. An illustrative example
of the TAV calculated for NIR-labeled hydroxyethyl starch accumulation in carcinoma xenografts is
shown in Figure 7 [86].
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Figure 7. (A) In vivo images of colon carcinoma xenograft-bearing mouse after injection of 1.5 mg
hydroxyethyl starch (HES) 450 kDa labeled with near infrared dye IR800CW. Left: HT-29, right DLD-1.
(B) A comparable tumor accumulation value was calculated from the images for both tumors. (C) The
fluorescence intensity measured from organs that were extracted 2 days after injection of HES 450.
(D) Ex vivo images of autopsied xenograft colon carcinomas from 3 mice 2 days after injection of
HES 450. Reprinted with permission from [87], Copyright [2013], Elsevier. Nevertheless, even the
TAV calculation does not provide an absolute quantification. Values for the absolute intensities of
fluorescent light have too many factors to be taken into account and may require additional studies.
Such factors, encompassing the properties of particular DDS, the unique behavior of individual animals,
and technique-independent parameters that influence the measured fluorescence intensity, among
others, have been detailed in [5]. The detection of in vivo fluorescent signals for DDS in animal models
for cancer therapy is quite easy using readily available instruments for fluorescence imaging if some
basic conditions are considered. Regarding quantification, relative comparisons are possible. However,
great care must be taken to achieve reliable absolute quantification. Some examples of DDS used in FRI
are presented below.

Various DDS pharmacokinetics were studied using FRI, among others nanoparticles. Recently,
an interesting review article described indocyanine green (ICG) application in the OI. ICG is a Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)-approved NIR fluorescent dye, utilized in various biomedical applications
such as drug delivery, imaging, and diagnosis, due to its attractive physicochemical properties, high
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sensitivity, and better imaging view field. Various polymer materials, poly(d,l-lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) were labeled or ICG was
encapsulated to their nanoparticles to follow the biodistribution or selective accumulation by OI [87].
For example, Kolitz-Domb et al. [88] studied the use of ICG as a NIR label for proteinoid-poly(l-lactic
acid) nanoparticles as a model of diagnostics. Their data confirmed that the particles were easily
eliminated from the body within 24 h after i.v. administration. Furthermore, Benoît et al. presented the
biodistribution data for lipid fluorescently labeled nano-capsules and compared their FRI results with
MRI. They demonstrated that both techniques revealed the same findings [89].

FRI enables not only the study of the pharmacokinetics of polymer carriers but also, simultaneously,
the acquisition of an understanding of the fate of the carried drug in the body. Dual-labeled fluorescent
polymer systems have recently been described in literature [31,32]. In detail, the linear or star-like
HPMA-based polymer carriers were labeled via a stable covalent bond with the NIR dye Dyomics
DY-782 and concurrently also with the far red fluorescent dye Dyomics DY-676 bound to the polymer
carrier by a pH-sensitive hydrazone bond [31]. The far red dye acted as a model drug designed for
pH-sensitive release and thus activation in tumor tissue/cells, while the NIR dye enabled monitoring
of the polymer carriers. Since the excitation and emission wavelengths of the dyes were far away,
more than 100 nm, the pharmacokinetics of both dyes could be observed simultaneously to compare
the biodistribution of the carriers and the carried drug. Moreover, a subsequent work was focused
on the impact of the drug release rate on tumor accumulation. Similar dual fluorescently labeled
HPMA-based copolymers differing in the structure of the pH-sensitive spacer were compared using
FRI [32]. The drug release rate was found to play a very important role in the overall drug circulation
time and accumulation within the tumor mass. Due to the very rapid release of far red dye bound to
the 4-(2-oxopropyl)benzoyl (OPB) spacer from the polymer carrier at blood pH (62% of the released
dye within 24 h at pH 7.4, 37 ◦C), only a minor accumulation of the drug model was observed in
tumor tissue (see the distribution of the dye in tumor-bearing mice in vivo and the dye release rates
in vitro shown in Figure 8). Tumor accumulation of the dye bound to the 4-isopropyl-4-oxobutanoyl
(IPB) also revealed that a slower dye release (28% within 24 h at pH 7.4) was not effective, although
it was higher when compared with the OPB spacer. The highest accumulation of dye in tumor was
observed for the dye bound to the 4-oxo-4-(2-pyridyl)butanoyl (PYR) spacer, which ensured only
negligible dye release at blood pH (2% within 24 h at pH 7.4). This effect was independent of the carrier
structure and molecular weight. In this case, FRI was able to confirm the crucial relationship between
the structure of the DDS and the final biological outcome, thus facilitating the design of more potent
polymer therapeutics.
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Figure 8. (A) Drug model (fluorescent dye DY-676) distribution in human colon carcinoma-bearing 
nude mice after injection of star-like HPMA-based copolymers containing different spacers—4-(2-
oxopropyl)benzoyl (OPB), 4-isopropyl-4-oxobutanoyl (IPB), and 4-oxo-4-(2-pyridyl)butanoyl (PYR) 
spacers. (Reprinted with permission from [32], Copyright [2017], Elsevier). (B).Release of drug model 
from the copolymers incubated in phosphate buffered saline at pH 5.0 (●──OPB; ▲──IPB; 
──PYR) and pH 7.4 (●- - - OPB; ▲- - - IPB; - - - PYR) at 37 °C. 
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Figure 8. (A) Drug model (fluorescent dye DY-676) distribution in human colon
carcinoma-bearing nude mice after injection of star-like HPMA-based copolymers containing
different spacers—4-(2-oxopropyl)benzoyl (OPB), 4-isopropyl-4-oxobutanoyl (IPB), and 4-oxo-4-
(2-pyridyl)butanoyl (PYR) spacers. (Reprinted with permission from [32], Copyright [2017], Elsevier).
(B) Release of drug model from the copolymers incubated in phosphate buffered saline at pH 5.0
(�—-OPB; N—-IPB; 5—-PYR) and pH 7.4 (�- - - OPB; N- - - IPB; 5- - - PYR) at 37 ◦C.

Recently, dual fluorescently labeled HPMA-based copolymers with a polymer carrier labeled with
NIR dye and bearing a model drug, fluorescent far red dye, bound to either the reductively degradable
disulfide bond [90] or enzymatically degradable oligopeptide Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly spacer, [91] were
examined in detail by FRI. In addition to the biodistribution of both, the polymer carrier and model of
the drug determination confirmed that the fluorescent models of the drugs were specifically cleaved
inside the tumors. In addition, FRI was able to validate that disulfide or enzymatically degradable
oligopeptides are suitable biodegradable linkers between the drug and polymer carrier in DDS that can
be exploited for the treatment of solid tumors. The comparison of FRI with PET was evaluated recently
using 89Zr- or Dyomics676-labeled HPMA-copolymer conjugates differing in molecular weight with
either low dispersity or high dispersity [64]. In vivo and ex vivo data obtained from PET were in
very good agreement with observation by FRI. Both techniques showed that dispersity and molecular
weight of the linear HPMA polymer carriers have a significant influence on the in vivo fate of the
polymer conjugates.

The combination of therapy and simultaneous diagnostics, abbreviated as theranostics, has become
very attractive in recent years. FRI could be a perfect tool for the observation of pharmacokinetics (see
previous section) and for the visualization of the therapy and its effects on the organism.

The combination of a NIR dye and a drug to the DDS provides diagnostic and therapeutic
applications in a single system. The tumor therapy using labeled HPMA-based polymer-drug
conjugates containing Dox bound to a pH-sensitive spacer is a nice example of the application of
FRI within theranostics [43]. Using NIR labeling, the biodistribution and tumor accumulation of the
polymer conjugate can be visualized in vivo (Figure 9). Because Dox is a self-fluorescent drug, it can
also be visualized by FRI. Nevertheless, due to its spectral properties (Ex/Em of 480/590 nm), only ex
vivo imaging can be achieved (Figure 9). The therapeutic efficacy of the Dox-containing DDS in a
Dox-resistant model was monitored by caliper measurement and tumor volume calculation (Figure 9B).
Using the mentioned labeled DDS, the pharmacokinetics together with the treatment efficacy could be
followed and thus the treatment schedule adjusted based on the DDS pharmacokinetics in the body
and the tumor volume.
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Figure 9. (A) Top, lateral mouse images of a subcutaneous growing xenograft tumor 24, 72, and 120
h after the first drug delivery system (DDS) administration. The in vivo tumor accumulation of the
NIR fluorescently labeled DDS (containing Dox attached via a pH-sensitive hydrazone bond) is clearly
visible (yellow to white area). Bottom, a tumor cross-section showing a central area with high Dox
accumulation. (B) The plot displays data from mice bearing a Dox-resistant subcutaneous xenograft
tumor treated with free Dox (blue curve) or with the DDS loaded with Dox (red curve). Therapy
application is indicated by the grey arrows. It is clear that free Dox cannot initiate tumor regression,
whereas DDS-delivered Dox can significantly reduce tumor volume after the third injection. This
remission is induced by therapeutic intratumoral Dox levels caused by the enhanced permeability
and retention effect-based DDS accumulation. Reprinted with permission from [5], Copyright [2016],
Elsevier.) Potential of poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(d,l-lactic acid) (PEG-b-PLA) micelles carrying a
carbocyanine dye (1,1′-dioctadecyl tetramethyl indotricarbocyanine iodide, DiR) for tumor-primed
NIR optical imaging for intraoperative surgical guidance in oncology was evaluated in detail [92].
Use of labeled PEG-b-PLA micelles resulted after 48 h in a 2.1-fold higher NIR optical signal from
excised solid tumors versus a negative control, presumably due to a reduction in tumor cell density
and interstitial tumor pressure. Similarly, HPMA-based polymer systems labeled with a fluorescent
dye Dy-633 or Cy-7 and decorated with targeting oligopeptides GE-7 or GE-11, specific targeting
ligands binding to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) highly expressed on surface of tumor cells,
were described. The polymer probes targeted by the GE-11 oligopeptide were found in vivo as highly
effective in tumor accumulation, as determined from OI. Indeed, the ex vivo cross-section of the tumors
showed significant tumor border fluorescence proving the potential of the studied polymer probes for
fluorescence-guided optical surgery of tumors [93].

Indeed, the pH-sensitive poly(ethylene glycol)-block-(β-amino ester) (PEG-b-PAE) micelles have
been utilized to deliver optical imaging agents as a pH-sensitive nanoflash for acidic tumoral
imaging [94]. Tetramethylrhodamine (TRITC)-loaded PEG-b-PAE micelles exhibit self-quenched
fluorescence at pH 7.4 due to the high local loading density. Quenching is eliminated and the
fluorescence recovers at low pH due to pH-induced demicellization, the release of the cargo, and the
local dilution of the dye. In vivo studies have shown that TRITC-loaded PEG-b-PAE micelles can
successfully deliver TRITC to a tumor site and release it there, resulting in discernible fluorescence at
the tumor site [95].

Recently, a theranostics potential of water-soluble NIR dye Cyanine7-labelled HPMA-based
polymer-Dox conjugates was confirmed in treatment of various non-Hodgkin lymphomas [96].
The labelled polymer-Dox conjugates enabled concurrent evaluation of dynamic biodistribution and
anti-lymphoma efficacy as highly therapeutically effective theranostics as is illustrated on Figure 10.
Because of the longer circulation time, the star polymer drug carrier system appears to be the best
candidate for the use as theranostics, showing the potential to treat and visualize the lymphoma
tumors for at least one month after the injection. Due to limitation of FRI in deeply localized tumors,
the theranostic potential can be utilized only in the case of subcutaneously localized tumors.
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indicate the position of RAJI tumours; (B) comparison of the fluorescent intensity in the tumor area 
(left axis) and tumor size measured by the caliper (right axis) for treatment of RAJI-based xenografts 
with Cyanine7-labelled star-like HPMA-based polymer conjugates with Dox in the dose 7.5 mg/kg. 
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Figure 10. (A) In vivo optical imaging. Serial in vivo optical imaging of RAJI tumour-bearing mice
injected with linear polymer Pol-Dox/Cy7 (dose 20 mg Dox eq./kg), star polymer Pol(Star)-Dox/Cy7
(dose 7.5 and 10 mg Dox eq./kg) at 3, 5, 8, 11, 18, 25, and 32 days intraperitoneally. Green arrows
indicate the position of RAJI tumours; (B) comparison of the fluorescent intensity in the tumor area
(left axis) and tumor size measured by the caliper (right axis) for treatment of RAJI-based xenografts
with Cyanine7-labelled star-like HPMA-based polymer conjugates with Dox in the dose 7.5 mg/kg.
The conjugate was administered i.p. at day 1, when all mice developed palpable s.c. tumors; (�—-)
tumor size; (�—-) fluorescent intensity in tumor area. (Reprinted with permission from [97], Copyright
[2017], Elsevier.

In addition to chemotherapy, photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a powerful tool in cancer treatment.
Its principle consists of the production of cytotoxic substances (namely singlet oxygen species) after
light induction of a photosensitizer located in the treated tissue. Porphyrin derivatives are often used
with superiority as photosensitizers due to their spectral properties [97]. Because of their fluorescence
in the far red spectrum, their biodistribution can be visualized by FRI. For example, the use of
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HPMA-based polymer micelles with zinc protoporphyrin enabled the simultaneous PDT as well as
polymer biodistribution and tumor accumulation [98,99].

4. Fluorescence-Based Tomography and Future Prospects

Universally, FRI is accepted as highly efficient tool for the imaging of nano-scaled DDS
pharmacokinetics in surface tissues, such as subcutaneously inoculated tumors. FRI has been
used successfully for comparative analyses between the DDS intended for cell-specific drug targeting
or EPR-mediated drug targeting to solid tumors. Unfortunately, a detailed quantitative analysis
and accumulation and pharmacokinetics in deep tissues cannot be determined solely by FRI [28].
The precise determination of absolute amounts of accumulated DDS within tumors or in physiologically
relevant healthy organs by FRI is rather complicated or impossible at this time. Recently, a large effort
was applied to overcome this limitation by combining in vivo imaging with ex vivo tissue analysis
with the aim of determining the exact dose percentage that could reach the targeted tissues.

Recent improvements in optical technology have moved fluorescent imaging beyond the standard
two-dimensional epifluorescence imaging into the domain of three-dimensional (3D) fluorescence
molecular tomography (FMT) for improved quantification in deep tissue, see Figure 11. This procedure
takes advantage of the trans-illumination of animals (i.e., the passing of light through the animals)
rather than the standard surface illumination used for epifluorescence imaging. The use of short pulses
of light in a raster scan design has been suggested as a suitable OI method for retrieving the signal
depth to enable three-dimensional imaging [101]. Alternatively, the depth-dependent attenuation
of different wavelengths has been suggested as another property to exploit measurements of the
depth of fluorophores in the body [102]. This advance introduced by fluorescence tomography is
accompanied by the need for extra care in performing proper imaging, e.g., animals must be hair-less,
must be properly injected with imaging agents for optimal delivery to imaging sites and minimization
of artifacts, and scans must be set up and acquired under optimal conditions and settings. When
carried out properly, deep tissue FMT with appropriate NIR imaging agents allows the detection and
quantification of important biological processes, such as cellular protease activity, vascular leak, and
receptor upregulation, by accurately reconstructing the in vivo distribution of systemically injected
NIR imaging agents.
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic of an epi-luminescence 2D-fluorescence reflectance imaging system that is
commonly used for macroscopic fluorescence imaging applications but suffers from poor resolution
and nonlinear signal attenuation in deep tissues. (b) Schematic of FMT systems using ring or planar
geometry. Multiple source (red dots) and detector (blue dots) projections are made through the animal,
and the fluorescence distribution is calculated by back-projecting physical models of light propagation
through tissue. Reprinted from [100]

FMT is based on the 3D reconstruction of the fluorophore distribution in tissues based on light
measurements collected at the tissue borders. In recent years, a growing number of studies that were
focused on advanced reconstruction methods and single-pixel detection were published [103–106].
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This technique is similar to that of X-ray computed tomography (CT, µCT) and is also frequently
combined with this method [24]. In FMT, the tissue is exposed to light at different points or projections,
and the collected emitted fluorescence light is used together with a sophisticated mathematical
calculation that details the transport of photons within the tissues. Lasers excite NIR fluorophores in
laboratory animals at up to 120 spatial locations, and consequently planar detectors, i.e., CCD chip
cameras, detect the excitation and emission images of diffuse light propagations in animals. Finally,
advanced mathematical algorithms reconstruct the 3D image of the optical imaging agent concentration
within the examined animal. Allocation of the FMT signal to body compartment is usually based on
the combination with µCT, which determines the 3D image of the animal body. In summary, FMT
may be capable of overcoming the shortcomings associated with planar FRI and can enable more
quantitative and in-depth analyses of NIR-labeled DDS in non-superficial tissues.

Excluding small-animal imaging, basic studies toward human clinical imaging have also been
published. The approval of some useful fluorescent probes for human use in the field of fluorescent
clinical imaging is expected to facilitate significant developments. It is typically believed that FMT
will likely play a significant role in endoscopic methods [107]. Although other imaging techniques,
such as CT, MRI, and PET, play a major role in accurate preoperative diagnostics, generally these
techniques cannot be applied intraoperatively. In contrast, OI is a highly promising technique that
provides a valuable sensitivity and specificity for tumor margin detection. Additionally, available
clinical applications have confirmed that optical molecular imaging is a powerful intraoperative tool
for guiding surgeons performing precision procedures, thus enabling radical resection and improved
survival rates using contrast agents and surgical navigation systems. FMT can play a significant role
in intraoperative imaging-guided cancer surgery. In this particular case, the exogenous fluorescence
contrast could play a significant role in diagnostics by identifying the molecular onset of diseases and
visualizing small disease foci, metastases and the real borders of the disease, which would otherwise
be barely or even impossible to detect [108]. A highly valuable and promising application of FMT
should be optical mammography. The detection of breast cancer is already a primary focus of optical
tomography [109–111] because the human breast tissue is rather transparent to NIR light, thus allowing
a high detection sensitivity and accuracy by optical imaging [112,113]. Finally, FMT can offer a valuable
alternative to X-ray mammography to improve the detection specificity and increase the safety of the
patient due to the absence of ionizing radiation. In this case, the FMT should be an optimal method to
monitor drug efficacy and long-term treatment.

However, even FMT has some main limitation. The major disadvantage is based on its inability
to accurately assign the reconstructed fluorescent signal to a given organ of interest [114,115]. This
drawback can be overcome by combining FMT and µCT, thus combining the 3D fluorescence signal
with the X-ray signal from the internal structure of a non-uniformly composed and opaque object
(i.e., a non-transparent object of varying density and composition) in the human body, for molecular
imaging purposes [116–121]. These studies verified and indicated the huge potential afforded by the
combination of the very precise 3D organ and tissue determination of µCT, and the high fluorophore
sensitivity of FMT within animal organs. The imaging performance and accuracy were considerably
improved and accurate for the hybrid method compared with FMT alone.

FMT is commonly applied for quantitative 3D imaging in mice. However, rats are also a highly
relevant preclinical model, and thus FMT performance in rats was assessed based on the combination
of FMT/µCT reconstructed data sets obtained from models that are relevant for tumor imaging, bone
remodeling, and biodistribution analysis of nanoparticles [118]. Additionally, using the bone-targeting
imaging agent Osteosense 750, regions of neo-bone formation were identified successfully by FMT.
Finally, as a proof of the FMT/µCT concept in rats, nanoparticle DDS pharmacokinetics of the
VT750–albumin conjugate were determined based on the accumulation/clearance in/from the liver at
11 different time points over 2 weeks (Figure 12). In conclusion, Vonwil and coworkers validated FMT
imaging in 160 g rats, and sequential FMT/µCT imaging can be considered a useful tool for preclinical
research in rats.
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Figure 12. Accumulation of liver-targeted imaging agents 6 h after simultaneous injection with
ExitronNano 1200 BSA_VT750. The animals (160 g Wistar rat; n = 1) were imaged in both modalities,
and the scans were co-registered based on the fiducial marks. The 3D rendered volumes are shown
in four different views rotated around the anteroposterior axis (second-last view: ventral, last view:
dorsal). (a) Micro-CT, the barium sulfate nanoparticles accumulate in the liver (li) and the spleen (spl),
resulting in enhanced X-ray contrast; (b) Micro-CT merged with FMT. Reprinted with permission
from [118], Copyright [2014], Springer.

Recently, the hybrid FMT-µCT imaging technique was used to determine the pharmacokinetics
of nano-DDS formulations in tissues other than superficial or subcutaneous tumors [122].
The biodistribution and tumor accumulation of NIR dye-containing HPMA polymer carriers were
observed and quantified using 3D FMT. The fluorescence-based data sets were then combined with
3D anatomical µCT data with several physiologically relevant pre-segmented organs (see Figure 13).
Water-soluble NIR dye-labeled DDS were used to validate accumulation of DDS at the tumor and
potentially in healthy organs and compare the results with those reported in the literature. Finally,
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these results confirmed that the combination of anatomical µCT with molecular FMT provided a
powerful tool for the non-invasive biodistribution assessment of nanomedicines.

Similarly to the examples described above, water-soluble HPMA polymer actively targeted by
oligopeptide containing an RGD or NGR sequence to angiogenesis-related surface receptors was
evaluated and compared with a non-targeted polymer carrier using the hybrid FMT-µCT imaging
method [123]. Polymeric nano-carriers with a size of 10 nm were synthesized and labeled with
Dyomics-676 (targeted DDS) or with Dyomics-750 (non-targeted DDS) and co-injected into mice
bearing both rapidly growing and highly leaky CT26 tumors and slowly growing and poorly leaky
BxPC3 tumors. Using hybrid FMT-µCT, the authors concluded that vascular targeting was effective and
resulted in rapid and efficient early binding to tumor blood vessels. Indeed, classical passive targeting
based on the EPR effect was significantly more pronounced, enabling more efficient drug retention
within the solid tumors. Although the results may vary for other types of tumors with different
vascularization, the tissue structure and origin or other DDS based on micelles or liposomes, these
insights indicate that the potential of active targeting should not be overestimated. The experiment
also confirmed the unique potential of the hybrid FMT-µCT imaging method for solving such highly
complex and significant issues associated with controlled drug delivery. Similarly, FMT was used to
determine the biodistribution and targeting capacity of the anti-5T4 monoclonal antibody (mAb)-drug
conjugates [124]. The results demonstrated that conjugation of the fluorescent dye VT680 to 5T4-mAb
or 5T4-mAb-drug-conjugates did not change the behavior of the native biologic, and FMT imaging
could be a useful tool to understand the biodistribution and tumor targeting kinetics of antibodies,
mAb-drug-conjugates, and other biologics. Interestingly, Ma and coworkers described ανβ3 integrin
targeted NIR fluorescence probe utilization with hybrid FMT/CT for monitoring tumor progression
as well as the early therapy response in a syngeneic murine non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
model [121]. While µCT revealed only a moderate deceleration of tumor growth during the therapy
regimen with cisplatin and bevacizumab, the ανβ3-dependent signal decreased significantly in
comparison to the non-treated mice as soon as one week after treatment. Thus, the FMT/CT technique
in combination with targeted imaging might become a promising tool for assessments of an early
therapeutic response. Recently, HPMA polymer conjugates labelled by fluorophores ATTO 488-NH2

and Dy750-NH2 were employed to show that normalizing the tumour vasculature improves the
accumulation of polymer carriers in tumours, and promotes their penetration out of tumour blood
vessels deep into the interstitium [125].

Together with the water-soluble polymer DDS, the pharmacokinetic profiles of classical
nanoparticles were determined using a hybrid FMT-CT imaging method [126]. In this case, fluorescently
labeled self-assembled nucleic acid nanoparticles for targeted siRNA delivery were administered to
mice. The nanoparticles were confirmed by hybrid imaging to circulate for a longer time in the blood
stream than the parent siRNA and exhibited more profound accumulation in tumor xenograft mouse
models, leading to enhanced gene silencing. Thus, FMT is also able to follow the distribution of gene
delivery vectors.

In addition to water-soluble and self-assembly systems for siRNA delivery, the therapeutic
potential of lipid nanoparticles tailored for siRNA delivery has been studied in detail using the hybrid
FMT-CT method. Quantitative in vivo whole body imaging of the nanoparticles was determined using
the FMT-CT system with fluorescently labeled siRNA [127]. As in the previous cases, the fluorescent
signal equivalent to the siRNA concentration was clearly attributed to anatomical structures using
CT data. Interestingly, the majority of the nanoparticles were accumulated in the spleen. In addition,
FMT-CT imaging provided detailed information about the excretion pathway of lipid nanoparticles
used as the siRNA carrier. The distribution determined by FMT-CT imaging was highly consistent with
the plasma and tissue siRNA concentration derived from a PCR-based method of siRNA quantification.
To assess the value of FMT-µCT scans of several representative fluorescent probes were acquired and
the data were analyzed using organ segmentation [128]. FMT-µCT could differentiate between renal
and hepatobiliary elimination and detect retention sites such as liver, kidney, spleen, bone, and lungs.
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Figure 13. CT-based organ segmentation and hybrid CT-FMT imaging. (A) High-resolution µCT scans
of CT26 colon carcinoma-bearing nude mice, depicting highly electron-dense anatomical structures
(i.e., bones), presegmented organs (cf. panel C), FMT-based biodistribution data overlaid on highly
electron-dense anatomical structures, and FMT-based biodistribution data overlaid on presegmented
organs. (B,C) Two-dimensional planes representing individual organs (B) and pHPMA-Dy750
accumulation in cross-sections of these organs (C), analyzed by fusing µCT and FMT data sets.
Reprinted with permission from [124], Copyright [2013], American Chemical Society.

In addition to CT, other advanced “anatomical” imaging techniques have been combined with
FMT, e.g., magnetic resonance [129–131], PET [132], and ultrasound [133–135]. The development of
novel contrast agents (typically Gd-based) with enhanced relaxation times has strengthened magnetic
resonance imaging for the characterization of functional tumor parameters such as pH, vascularization,
and metabolism [136,137]. Indeed, the sensitivity of the contrast agents and the acquisition times
remain rather limited. Nevertheless, tumor-targeted liposomes [138] and magnetic nanoparticles [139]
with NIR-fluorescent and magnetic resonance probes containing siRNA have been studied in detail.

The application of fluorescent imaging agents that detect and quantify a variety of biological
activities is already expanding the horizons of pre-clinical research and drug development. In summary,
hybrid techniques that combine the highly efficient and practicable FMT tomography with other 3D
tomography methods seem to be powerful quantitative tools for the 3D imaging of novel DDS in
preclinical research and, hopefully in the future, also in clinical applications.
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5. Conclusions

In the last decade, FI has grown into an integral and highly powerful part of drug delivery research,
partly due to the potential of the method to facilitate collection of highly accurate pharmacokinetic
data at reasonable costs and with easy-to-use instruments. Worldwide, FI has become a highly
evolving method, as indicated by the enormously growing number of publications, applications and
technological opportunities. This chapter has described current state-of-the-art advantages, drawbacks,
and prospective technologies that can be used to perform in vitro, ex vivo and, above all, whole-body
in vivo FI, even in 3D mode. Potential uses and limitations of FI, together with the advantages and
disadvantages of different imaging techniques and the relevance of the data to used techniques are
detailed here. A brief review of the literature presenting biological data obtained from this multi-faced
FI-containing approach was introduced to document the real impact of FI on anti-cancer research.
To date, because of the easy setup and low cost of the instrument, the vast majority of in vivo small
animal imaging experiments are based on epi-illumination planar imaging. The future expansion of FI
methods is highly dependent on the design of novel imaging systems based on the combination of
state-of-art optical technology with highly precise structural modalities such as MRI or CT.
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